Name of memorial: Redmond Memorial

Place: See address.

Address and map reference: Redmond Square, Wexford. Map reference T 046 223

Position: On east side of monument to several members of the Redmond family, on east side of Redmond Square.

Description and dimensions: Stone plaque: height 30cms, width 78cms.

Recorded by: Michael Pegum, 23 August, 2004

Text:

WILLIAM ARCHER REDMOND
M.P. WEXFORD BOROUGH 1872 – ’80

MAJOR WILLIAM REDMOND
CHEVALIER DE LA LÉGION D’HONNEUR
LAST M.P. WEXFORD BOROUGH 1883 – 85
M.P. NORTH FERMANAGH 1885 – 92
EAST CLARE 1892 – 1917
KILLED IN ACTION 7TH JUNE, 1917